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cotton, poly and Lycra in a capri
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Sue Thompson & Concerto, are well known show
identities who kindly tested out these amazing spurs.
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& all of them have left bald, bleeding patches on
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Sue Thompson
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A lot about the bit
by Ginny Creed

the FEI definitions state: ‘In all his work, even at the halt, the
horse must be ‘on the bit’. A horse is said to be on the bit
when the neck is more or less raised and arched according to
the stage of training and the extension and collection of the
pace and he accepts the bridle with a light and soft contact
and submissiveness throughout.
‘The head should remain in a steady position, as a rule, slightly
in front of the vertical, with a supple poll as the highest point
of the neck and no resistance should be offered to the rider.’
Colonel Podhajski’s definition in his Complete Training of the
Horse and Rider goes like this: ‘The connection between the
rider’s hands and the horse’s mouth is called ‘contact with
the bit’. This contact governs the guidance and collection of
the horse.’ He goes on to say, ‘The expression has its origin
in the fact that the horse should seek a soft connection with
the bars of his mouth on the bit, that is to say, ...a contact. ‘To
be correct, the contact should be consistent. The rider should
have the feeling that he is connected to the horse’s mouth by
an elastic ribbon. ‘As the reins are made of leather and have
no spring, this elastic connection can be brought about only
by the supple flexion of the horse’s jaw combined with the sensitive light touch of the rider’s hands which
depends on flexible wrists. ‘A perfect tact is possible only when the horse is in absolute balance, carries
himself and does not seek support from the reins. It may then be said that the horse is on the bit.’
So much for definitions.
The horse avoids being on the bit either by carrying its head too high with its face well in front of the vertical
- above the bit, or by bringing its head behind the vertical, avoiding the contact and coming behind the bit.
Before asking the horse to come on to the bit, make sure its teeth are in good order and that bit and bridle
fit correctly. The horse must also be going forward from the rider’s seat and legs.
The best way to establish the correct head position and contact with a young horse is to lunge the horse with
side reins. These should be attached midway between the horse’s elbow and wither, as shown in last month’s
diagrams and should be quite loose to begin with. The horse should be pushed forward with the lunge whip
and encouraged to seek contact with the bit. When the horse is going happily forward in contact with the bit,
the side reins can be gradually shortened until the horse’s head approaches the vertical, with the neck raised
and the poll as the highest point. Care should be taken not to shorten the side reins too quickly as the horse
may resist and rear over backwards. For this reason, I like to have elastic or rubber inserts in my side reins so
that there is some give in them. It is not a bad idea to keep the horse moving when tightening the side reins.
When the work continues under saddle, the horse is pushed into a steady but soft contact. It is important,
when riding, that the wrists and elbows remain flexed and soft so that the contact is supple and never blocks.
First, ask the horse to flex at the poll while standing, then walk on. If you lose the position, come back to halt
and start again. Gradually, introduce trot and canter transitions, coming back to walk or halt if the position
is lost. Remember at all times to push the horse forward onto the bit. Never pull back. This can be clearly
demonstrated by using a dressage whip.
Imagine the thin end as the horse’s head and the handle as the hindquarters. If you hold the handle in your
right hand parallel to the ground, it can be compared with the horse, nose stuck out, no contact with the
reins, just going around. If you hold the thin end of the whip against your left hand and push the other end
with your right hand, the whip bends in an upward curve to represent the raising and flexing of the head and
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neck. Note that the bend comes from the push and the left hand simply holds but does not move back It is the
same when riding.
Obviously, when you shorten the reins and increase the contact, you are going to need stronger driving aids
to keep the horse moving. It is like driving the car with the hand brake on - you need the accelerator to keep
the car going (husbands, don’t say a word!). The relationship between the hand and leg is 60/40, that is, 60%
driving aids 40% restraining hands so that the driving aids always dominate.
Older horses more set in their ways can also be taken back to basic work on the lunge and must be pushed
forward in the same way and encouraged to seek the contact. Lunging will also supple the horse and help it
find its natural balance. Some horses, especially ex-racehorses just off the track, are inclined to bring their head
in behind the vertical and avoid pressure on the bit by tucking the nose in close to the chest. This is called
coming behind the bit.
This can be caused by a rider using too-strong rein aids with the hands held high, constantly pulling back without
any give in the elbows or wrists, or asking the horse for collection before establishing forward movement.
Horses that have been ridden in running reins nearly always come behind the bit if the rider is not careful.
It is easy to simply pull the horse’s head in and forsake the forward movement for an ‘arched neck’. It is easy to
tell if the horse is behind the vertical as the poll ceases to be the highest point of the neck. When sitting on the
horse, you should be able to see the headpiece of the bridle where it sits behind the horse’s head is definitely
behind the vertical...or you are no longer in the saddle. Ha-ha-ha! It is much easier to get the horse on the bit
if it starts off above the bit.
The horse that sits behind the bit must be ridden forward into a very soft and steady contact and should be
encouraged to take more weight on the reins. Special care must be taken in the downward transitions with
these horses. The rider must try to use just the relaxing of his or her seat combined with a very slight vibration,
not pull on the outside rein for the transitions. The voice can play an important part here as well.
The horse that tosses its head around and has it above the bit one minute and behind it the next will also benefit
from lunging.
When under saddle, the rider must be sure the hands are held very still so the horse can eventually seek a
steady contact. Note here that when the horse does flex at the jaw and the poll and comes onto the bit, the
rider does not give with the reins to reward the horse. The horse is rewarded by the security and comfort of
a steady contact, almost like Linus’ security blanket in the Charlie Brown comic strip. If you give with the reins,
the horse will wonder what has happened and stick its head up in the air again. You will then have to start anew.
If the horse resists by opening the mouth or crossing the jaw, a hanovarian noseband will be useful. The top
part should always be done up first and should be reasonably tight. Then the lower part should be done up as
tightly as necessary.
Remember that a noseband done up tightly puts pressure on top of the head as well as the nose and some
horses object violently. So tighten the noseband slowly and take care. You will often find that the horse takes
more contact on one side than the other. Usually, the horse leans on the left rein and avoids contact on the right.
In this case, it is important not to increase the problem by hanging onto the left rein. It takes two to pull.
You must take and give on the left rein and try to encourage the horse to take a steady contact with the right
rein. Eventually, you should have an even contact on each rein. I have found in teaching that, by far, the most
common problem is that of the rider who will not ask the horse enough, often because when the reins are
shortened, the contact becomes strong at first and the horse is heavy in hand.
If you persevere and ask for some transitions, making sure you are riding forward and not pulling with the reins
but just holding, the horse will lighten off and you will have the pleasure of riding a horse on the bit. When the
horse is on the bit, the neck is relaxed so the shoulders can move freely; the back is relaxed so the hindquarters
can move more under the body; and like the dressage whip, the frame is shortened. Because the horse is
relaxed, the paces are improved and the horse becomes more comfortable to ride and more obedient.
And this is the object of our dressage training.

SA Horse of the Year 2010
It is really remarkable how this show comes together for this very
hard working committee of eleven who excel with everything that
has to be done to make the event a pleasure for competitors and
spectators. Held over two days, this years South Australian Horse
of the Year was a huge success on levels, the judging panel was
perfect, those of us ringside were treated to seeing a clear and level
rewarding of quality work and type of horse or pony, as it should
be when you have judges like Anna Duffy of WA; a breeder of pony
and galloways, national level competitor and champion at Royal
show level, Gaylene Lennard of NZ; with a record of wins including
consecutively 7 times hack of year plus 5 time galloway of the year,
Gaylene’s direction is now towards top level dressage and Nicole
Jamieson of Qld; well known showie with wins across the board
from royal, state and national level, currently campaigning her own
galloway with two horse of the year awards plus a royal win to their
credit. These three ladies judged the HOY classes and Newcomer
classes over the two days.
Local judges from SA saw to the judging of the Owner Rider and
the Grand Slam events, Helen Degenhardt with a passion for the
showring, Helen has competed successfully with major wins in many
levels, Pam Barratt has shown a number of successful horses over the
year including royal and a Pope cup winner, both were delighted to
be judging within their home state.
Of course here follows the sponsors and with Barastoc, Horseland
and a list of many others this show gets the ability to run, but a new
sponsor on this year and may I say a popular one at that was Haigh’s
Chocolates .. judges were presented with the most spectacular
baskets of chocolates, see the photo later on in report, which was
just so unfair to someone who just loves chocolate … we did try
and convince NZ judge Gaylene that she could not take chocolate
back into NZ with no luck, so I am pretty sure I saw a shop on the
way out that I could stop in and get a Haigh’s choccie fix when I fly
out tomorrow. That said we always will encourage exhibitors and
spectators support all those that make these events possible so
please review the sponsors list further in report and support were
you can.
On with the show, and its with sadness I bring the news the master
of the show ring Flawless who again took the Charlotte Scott SA
Large Show Horse of the Year will be retired after he competes at
the Nationals in December, I think it will be a long time till we see
another so electrifying and exciting like Flawless, Leanne Donoghue
has taken this horse from a pretty unruly character into a true
showman, she worked tirelessly with his over the top enthusiasm
bringing together a horse that when he works it is pure magic to
watch, congratulations to Leanne on what she has accomplished
and even though a Victorian I will be cheering this combo on at the
Nationals as it would be lovely to see Flawless go out the champion
that he is. Runner up large Hack was the new kid on the block
Chicago and Tess Hughes, a sweet combination that was a pleasure
to watch. Third was M Higginbottom’s Mentome Alabama still fresh
from his win of the Newcomer yesterday, 4th was Melissa Karutz
Byalee Millions [did I mention this was one tough class ..!] 5th was
Rachel Lawrie’s Bond, and 6th was CK Secret Affairs owned and
ridden by Cassandra White.

SA Horse of the Year 2010
The Hayne’s Family SA Small Show Horse of the Year and Leanne
was on a roll with the sweet Dance for Me taking the sash,
runner up was Midnight Diamonds with Sarah Mifsud riding, 3rd
JB Script Jessica Burns, 4th Flying Chris Lawrie, 5th Rosevale
Design ridden by Jayke Kerr owned by Bronwyn Williams and
6th Emily Dennis’s Ballydoyle.
Argyl Stud SA Small Pony of the Year the sweetest little pony
Rocky Hill Apparition worked an absolute treat for the small
jockey to win this years event, runner up was Doncasvan
Sequin B Duncan-Coward, 3 rd Silkwood Nutkin Caitlin Fricker,
4th Kolbeach Swell Madeline Pagon, 5th Fleurelene Peter Pan
Nicole Metcalf and 6th was Felicity Atkinson’s Springwood Far
Away Moon.
Frank Bawden SA Large Pony of the Year and what a class this
was, 30 ponies presented with a cut down through prelims
to 12, I do not think I have seen such a strong, or more
impressive line up of ponies for a long, long time, this was an
excellent class and the judges had done a great job getting
the numbers down to a manageable 12 for the work out. A
few lost the impulse within their individual workouts but on
the whole it was a very close class, standout performances
where Kolbeach Be Free ridden by Margot Haynes who took
the win this year, Charlotte Hunt had Kolbeach Finest just right
to take the runner up award …these two could have swapped
the placings around and it still would have been right on the
day, 3rd Westlake Hummingbird Alyssa Giustozzi, 4th and yet
another Kolbeach lining up with the winners Kolbeach Classic
Angela Foster, 5th Willowcroft High Society Edwina Harrison
and 6th was Mentmore ToyBoy.
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Troy Ilium SA Small Galloway of
the Year was Melinda Moloney’s
Wesswood Supacaste, runnerup
Kolbeach Review ridden by Margot
Haynes owned by Shelley Pollard,
3rd Harrington Park Valentino ridden
by Michael Higginbottom, 4th
Wesswood Lets Twist Naomi Karutz,
5th Foxhall Unforgettable Tamara
Flottman and 6th Oaklands Park
Fanfare Courtney O’Leary.
Richard & Jill Best SA Large Galloway
of the Year and it is hard to look past
Mirinda Versailles ridden by Kelly
Nusbajtel when this combination hits
the ring they just demand attention
and they got it from the judges
to be awarded to the winner this
year, runner up was Sarah Kempe’s
Willowcroft Safari, so they can pack
their bags and head down to Victoria
for the Nationals. Third was Kolbeach
Fanfare Megan Parij, 4th Willowcroft
Regal Delight Edwina Harrison, 5th
Donlea Valentino Leanne Donoghue
and 6th DQ Etchings Cherie McKenzie.

Agserv Industries SA Leading Rein Pony of the Year was won by
Springvale Cup Day ridden by Claudia Kennedy owned by Catherine
Gale, and led by Sam Kennedy, they were lovely to watch and the
little pony was so sweet and true, runner up and one of my favorite
little ponies Rivington Royal Hiccup ridden by Isabelle Krieg owned
by Isabelle Barker, and how is this for a result to show a studs
breeding of quality childrens ponies; 3rd Rivington Folklore Nikki
Ballinger, 4th Rivington Titmouse Tia Banyer, a super effort for
Rivington, 5th Fleurdelene Peter Pan Harry Beckel and 6th Wynara
Minuet Kasey Powell.

Midnight Diamonds

Rags for Nags Champion Show Hunter Small Pony of the Year was
Rivington Royal Hiccup ridden by Victoria Fricker owned by Isabelle
Barker, runner up Yindarla Park Sienna Rose Nicole Metcalfe, 3rd
Rivington Folklore E Ballinger, 4th Dalgangle Snowline Stacey
Faehrmann, 5th Rivington Wind Chime Emily Hoare and 6th Dalpura
Kolavta Jaime Bruggemann. J C Milton SA Champion Show Hunter
Large Pony was won by TJ Forever Young Tess Hughes, runner up
Oaklands Park Lucky Charm Sami Langridge, 3rd Dunelm Sequin
Louisa Smith, 4th Ellengowan Flashdance Sarah Tickner, 5th Kolbeach
Peter Pan Stacey Faehrmann and 6th Fairview Firebird ridden by Kelly
Nusbajtel owned by Ross Ingles. The ponies presented in the show
hunters were all very true to type and the standard was consistently
high, it appears South Australia is building up a strong following in
hunter ponies.
Chris Griggs Insurance Office SA Champion Show Hunter Galloway
of the Year was Wesswood In Vogue ridden by Cassandra White
owned by Rivah Dudley, runner up Janevelyn McCree ridden and
owned by Gayle Manning, third Wynara Touch of Bronze ridden by
Allison Madill owned by D. Jolly-Blacket, fourth Thorwood Sweet
Briar ridden by Emily Murray owned by Kerry Glass, fifth Yindarla
Park Icon Angela Forster and sixth Cruise Sensation Trudy-Claire
Ashford.

Flying

Darvel Farms SA Champion Show Small Hunter Horse was won by
Rossington Chloe Ashby, runner up TM Memphis Tracy Maitland,
third Dalmally Park Weltfire Therese Bussell, fourth Occasion Kim
Norris, fifth
Glide On Felicity Davis and sixth About Town Jo Gale. Landmark
Balaklava/Nufarm SA Champion Show Large Hunter Horse of the Year
was won by Gryffindor Charlotte Hunt, runner up Blessed Rebecca
Struck, third One Fine Day Michaela Castley, fourth Ordeal Kim
Norris and fifth Ducatoon Park Tiny Kay Johnson.
The winners from the height groups meet to ride off for the
Champion Show Hunter Horse of the year with the broad sash
once again going to Gryffindor Charlotte Hunt and runner up was
Rossington Chloe Ashby.

Midnight Diamonds working out
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Victoria Fricker won the Haigh’s Chocolates SA Rider
under 10 years rider class, with Madeline Pagon in
2nd place, then in order Caitlin Fricker, Sophie Tickner,
Jaimee Bruggemann and Lucy Potter 6th.
Haigh’s Chocolates SA Rider 10-14 rider class winner
was Stacey Faehrmann, runner up was Rivah Dudley, then
in order of placings Nicole Metcalf, Shauna Chaplin,
Jasmine Anderson and Allison Madill 6th.
Haigh’s Chocolates SA Champion Intermediate Rider of
the Year; this was a talented class of riders, Tess Hughes
rode beautifully to win the title, runner up was another
talented rider Elise Williams both these young girls will
be heading over to Victoria representing their state.
In order of placing’s we had Naomi Karutz, Courtney
O’Leary, Emily Dennis and Dayna Walker-Matthews.
Haigh’s Chocolates SA Champion Senior Rider of the
Year, 18 years & over is Melissa Karutz , runner up
was Rachel Lawrie, then in order Samantha Kennedy,
Cassandra White, Lesley Burrows and Felicity Davies in
6th place.
The newcomer classes were the next to get underway
and I do not think I have ever seen the small pony
section so light in numbers, sadly only two presented
for the judges for the Barastoc SA Newcomer Small Pony
of the Year with Springvale Cup Day ridden by Charlie
Hunt owned by Catherine Gale taking the sash and
runner up Wynara Kiss Me ridden by Breanna Forster
owned and bred by D Jolly-Blacket.
Quest on Sturt SA Newcomer Large Pony of the Year
and this was a super class of some high quality ponies,
the type that will go within the show world. Kolbeach
Royal Whisper, such a pretty pony, with super movement
was ridden by Margot Haynes and is owned by Shelley
Pollard won this award, runner up was Willowcroft High
Society ridden by Edwina Harrison, owned by Annabel
Kerslake. Then the rest in order Mirinda Contessa, Regal
Romance of Class, Kolbeach Flower and Langtree Shine
in 6th
Dee-Anne Hunt/Brock Harcourts SA Newcomer Galloway
of the Year was Sanlirra Poet ridden by Elise Manley,
owned by Luke Francesca, runner up was Wesswood
Supercaste ridden by Margie Burrows and owned by
Melinda Moloney, then in order Willowcroft Regal
Delight, Langtree Curtain Call and Shanlin Regal Jag.
Quest on Sturt SA Newcomer Show Horse of the Year
was the very bright and forward moving Mentmore
Alabama owned and ridden by M. Higginbottom,
runner up was Oakland Country owned and ridden by
Sabrina Jaeschke, then in order Legalio, Belvedere and
Sundae.

above The beautiful Delegate was the Newcomer
Show Hunter Horse of the Year
Chris Griggs Insurance Office SA Newcomer Show
Hunter Pony of the Year was a super little class of very
much to type show hunters, Fairview Firebird ridden
by Kelly Nusbajtel, owned by Ross Inglis was sashed
the winner, with runner-up Wynara Chilli ridden by
Abbie Bernardo and owned by Louisa Smith. Third
place was Wynara Foxy Lady and fourth was Rivington
Rock Star.
Currency Creek Fine Fodder SA Newcomer Show
Hunter Horse of the Year was won by Delegate owned
and ridden by Jayke Kerr, this is one to defiantly keep
a eye on, bold moving and such good looking horse,
runner up was Paragon Park Flamboyant owned and
ridden by Courtney O’Leary was another typey horse
making his mark, 3rd was Ordeal and Brookman Park
Addiction was 4th.
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proofs will be posted out, email
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Dee-Anne Hunt/Brock Harcourts SA Newcomer
Galloway of the Year was Sanlirra Poet
runner up Junior Rider of the year Rivah Dudley
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MEDIA RELEASE

220 plus
riders saddle up

Pink Ride

More than 220 riders saddled up for the 2010 Australian
Stockman’s Hall of Fame “Pink” ride in Victoria’s North East
to raise more than $17,000 for the National Breast Cancer
Foundation on Saturday 23 October 2010.
Riders travelled from as far as Heywood in Victoria
to participate in the 20km trail ride, held at Glenlock
Stockhorse Stud near Beechworth, Victoria.
The Australian Stockman’s Hall of Fame CEO Ben Maguire
said the 2010 “Pink” ride in Victoria’s North East was a
great success. “This was the first time we have hosted a
ride in Victoria’s North East,” Maguire said. “I was amazed
at the turn-out of more than 220 riders- it’s our biggest
attendance at a “Pink” rideto date.” “It was also fantastic to
see people giving generously to such a good cause. Riders
dressed in various shades of pink, including blokes, to
help raise money to donate to the National Breast Cancer
Foundation.

for breast cancer in
Beechworth

“Glenlock Stud, was the perfect location to hold the 20km
trail ride and all riders had a great day in the saddle. We
hope to run the event in Victoria again next year,” he said.
Jenny Ahrens, 2010 event ambassador for the Australian
Stockman’s Hall of Fame “Pink” ride in Victoria’s North East,
was there to cheer on the 220 riders. “I am honoured to
have been a part of the “Pink” ride in Victoria’s North East,”
Ahrens said. “The image of a sea of pink on horseback was
a truly memorable experience.”
“In Australia this year, 14,000 women and more than 100
men will be diagnosed with breast cancer. Ongoing research
is critical to improving the detection and treatment of this
disease and it is for this reason that I was proud to be
involved in the “Pink” ride’s fantastic efforts to raise money
for the National Breast Cancer Foundation,” Ahrens said.
Prue Fargher, event manager of the “Pink” ride in Victoria’s
North East said the support for the 2010 event was
exceptional.
“The Victorian committee who helped put together this
ride were outstanding,” Fargher said. “Thank you to all the
riders, event volunteers, sponsors and in particular all the
local businesses that once again railed to support such a
great cause.”
The 2010 Australian Stockman’s Hall of Fame “Pink” ride in
Victoria’s North East covered a course of 20kms. Profits
were donated to the National Breast Cancer Foundation
(NBCF) following the day’s proceedings.
Katherine Lindh e: pinkride@stockmanshalloffame.com.au

Where did it all begin? Flawless , a racetrack
discovery, started off his show career with Dale
Plumb. Like many horses with that stand out
and look at me quality, Flawless could turn on
quite a show in his early showing career. Buried
deep in my archive files of negatives there is
a photo of Flawless at Melbourne standing on
two legs , quite a shot that never saw print….
although I would presume nowadays it would
bring a smile to many who knew this horse
back in those early days.
Naughty or not, Flawless did accomplish some
major wins under Dale before being purchased
by Charlotte Scott and shown in partnership
with Leanne Donoghue.
Leanne unlocked the deep hidden talent of
this big moving horse, creating a soft frame
but with huge powerful movement by bringing
her knowledge of dressage into the equitation
and just how it worked ….never once dulling
Flawless’s over the top enthusiasm, Leanne
worked with it and created a horse that is in all
the definition of a ‘true show star’.
So after many successful years there does
come that time we all dread and as Leanne
said “It was a big decision to look towards
retiring” With four Pope Cups in a row at the
Melbourne Royal Show, five SA Horse of the
Year titles in a row, countless championships,
when to make the decision to retire was
never going to be easy. It is fitting to that in
December at the WPNEC we will witness the
last showing of this star combination as they
head over to represent SA at the Nationals.
“we wish Flawless & Leanne the ride of their life”

Herbs for the horse owner
Using herbs with your horse can become an easy day to day occurrence
or a situation where you call in a trained herbalist. Many herbs that we
use for human consumption can have adverse affects on horses, so it is
best to check with someone who has experience with horses as well as
qualifications in medical herbalism if you are unsure.
Today I would like to look at what a horse owner can do themselves so
their horse’s benefit. We will explore growing your own herbs, drying
them and using them fresh.
A practice that has entered a renaissance is the planting of a pasture
strip. In the past where horses grazed large areas, often they would self
medicate on herbs that were growing in their pastures. Today we can
help this process along.
Planting your own pasture strip can allow your horse to help himself
to herbs when he chooses to. It is a good idea to have bed of your
chosen herbs wide enough so your horse cannot reach all of the herbs
to allow some self seeding and a perimeter of fencing that horses can’t
get inside, but can reach over or through once plants are developed.
Keep the area protected from the horses until the plants are sufficiently
established covering the bed with some chicken wire allows the herbs
to establish themselves and also protects them from pulling the herbs in
their entirety from the ground. Most herbs lend themselves to growing
in poor soil with reasonable sun and drainage. Because they thrive in
such conditions you will not need to use fertiliser but you will need a
close water source as young plants will needs adequate watering until
established.

Perennial herbs that lend themselves to pasture strips
include;
Chickweed contains vitamins C, D, B6, B12, beta carotene, magnesium,
potassium, calcium, iron, zinc, phosphorus, with all of this and its ease
of growing it is a good herb to start off your pasture strip. Your horse
may be attracted to chickweed if he has a skin condition.
Echinacea, Echinacea angustifolia: commonly referred to as purple
coneflower. It is one of the signature herbs of physiomedical herbology
and strengthens immune system before, during and after infection of
any kind. It is one herb that long term use sees its activity reduce, so a
good one to have where the horse can sample as he or she needs.
Fennel, Foeniculum vulgare: is a herb to have planted and available to
the lactating mare to assist with the quantity of the milk. A horse prone
to gas colic may also graze on fennel if it is available.
Meadowsweet, Spiraea alba: is a soothing herb to have in your pasture
strip for the older horse who has some arthritic changes because of it’s
anti-inflammatory, antiseptic, and diuretic properties. Also for the newly
off the track thoroughbred will benefit from this herb as meadowsweet
will sooth the gastric mucosa. It is a good digestive herb that helps with
scours.

Horse of the Year Show
the

GREATEST SHOW
The largest equine &
equestrian show in Australia,
the event not to be missed
ENTRIES CLOSE DEC 6TH

www.barastocshow.com
click on the above link for more info

Herbs for the horse owner

Mint, Mentha spicata (Spearmint), and
Mentha piperata hybrid (Peppermint): has an
antispasmodic effect on digestive system, it may
help to expel gas, for horses prone to colic and
also a soothing appetite stimulant.
Yarrow (Milfoil), Achillea millefolium: also called
wound-wort as it is useful in assisting wounds
that are slow to heal. This herb is very palatable
and drought resistant however it does resemble
poison hemlock, so be sure of what you plant.

Annuals you may wish to add to your
pasture strip include Chamomile &
Fenugreek
Chamomile, German, Matricaria recutita: contains
calcium, potassium and magnesium and useful
for the horse that needs a regular massage for
muscles spasm because he is working diligently.
This herb does have calming properties so ensure
your horse grazing on it does not contravene any
of your competition rules There are other varieties
of chamomile, each which have their own special
properties and some are perennials so choose the
chamomile that best suits your needs.
Fenugreek, Trigonella foenumgraecum: is a very
palatable that can helps to increase weight.
Fenugreek is a nutritive and digestive tonic
that assists the horse that has been neglected
or needs convalescence where digestion and
nutrition are poor.

There are many more herbs suitable for planting
in a pasture strip, this sampling will give you an
idea of where to start as you begin to explore
the use of fresh herbs with your horses.
One important consideration is that many of our
healing herbs are classified noxious weeds by
some local councils. In this case you are best
not to grow any herbs that could fall under this
classification, or you may find all your hard work
may need to be pulled up.
Pasture strips do not need a lot of attention,
but again as many herbs are thought of as
weeds by some, many grow without much
encouragement once they are established, so
be mindful of containing your pasture strip. It
will not serve you to neglect its maintenance as
you may find your useful herbs become weeds
in other parts of your property.
If you are not comfortable with a strip of weeds
or herbs in a corner of your paddock, you can
grow your own herbs away from your horses
and then harvest as you require and add to his
or her feed as you desire. If you wish to use
dried herbs, harvest your herbs, hang to dry
and then store for later use. When drying herbs
for use later, be mindful not to store for more
than one year, and if you have stored your dried
herbs for a period of time, make sure they have
not gone mouldy while in storage.
cont....

Herbs for the horse owner

Herbs that are beneficial to your horse but not always suited to a pasture
strip include comfrey. You can grow this herb away from your horses and
add a fresh leaf to his or her feed if they are recovering from a bone
or tendon injury, and it is also useful with a horse recovering from a
respiratory complaint.
Harvesting wild herbs is another alternative, however many herbs have a
look-a-like cousins, so you must be 100% sure that what you are collecting
is what you think you are collecting. You do not want to collect what you
think to be a healing herbs that turns out to be poisonous and makes your
horse sick. Some colleges and agricultural departments offer courses in
herb identification. Invest in a plant identification book, my favourite for
collecting herbs is one called “Field Guide to Weeds in Australia by Charles
Lamp & Frank Collet”.
There are some that now provide an extensive range of herbs for
replanting, spend an afternoon wandering around one of these and ask the
nurseryman which of the herbs suit your individual paddock’s environment.
Keep it simple and stay with all your old fashioned herbs that can be found
easily in herbal texts. There is no need to go for new fancy hybrids, often
the medicinal qualities of some herbs is diminished in these new varieties
and they will not self-seed for you.
Finally, be guided by your horse, he will soon let you know which of the
herbs you have planted are his favourites.
©2010 - Catherine Bird
Author – A Healthy Horse the Natural Way
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HP Horse & Pony Wear
Making quality sheepskin/suede boots for horses and ponies.
Ideal for work boots, stable boots, paddock boots or floating boots.
Protects your horses legs from injury.
Many colours to choose from and several different sheepskin colours
too, ie, ivory, black, pale pink and purple.
All boots have double locks with suede outer and can be made with/
without HP horse ribbon binding.
Extra long, rolled edges or plain edges made to order.
Sizes from Shetland to Large Hack and custom made orders if required.
Bell boots also available to match.

Fast delivery

Ph: 03 5664 7289/0438 742 367
Website: www.hphorseandponywear.com

SHOW NEWS
The famous Barastoc Horse of the Year Show’s 42nd event, held in Victoria, will be
particularly special to all competitors.
This year the show will be unique in Australian history with no less than nine English judges,
who will judge all saddle and riding sections, and will also deal with some of the led
sections, performance pony classes, working hunters and showmanship.
The list includes Ann Fowler, Clare Dew, Rosemary Young, Heather Cook, Debbie Gregson,
Tim Wiggett, Julie Templeton, Alan Robertson and Katie Jerram.
All come with the highest credentials, and just last month Katie Jerram won The Supreme
Horse of the Year with Dunbeacon winner of the Ladies Hunter of the Year and Lightweight
section of the TopSpec Show Hunter of the Year.
Katie has a professional show yard and considers herself fortunate to have some of the top
horses in the country living with her in Essex along with a couple belonging to Her Majesty
The Queen.
Ann Fowler’s home-bred 128cm winner Broadgrove Springtime clinched the Charlotte
Morgan show pony championship at the Horse of the Year Show. Julie Templeton qualified
25 ponies and horses for their Horse of the Year including 14 first time Horses and Ponies
and nine first time HOYS jockeys. Tim Wiggett is experienced in eventing and dressage,
although his real passion has always been with show horses. He has had the privilege of
judging at most of Britain’s premier shows, such as the Royal International Horse Show, Horse
of the Year Show, Royal Windsor, The Royal Show and numerous National Championship
Shows for various societies on very many occasions.
The rest of the panel is just as highly qualified, and the committee feels that doing this gives
almost every competitor at the coming Barastoc the chance to compete under some of
the world’s finest judges, who have never before seen their animals.

VITA PLUS
Our NEW “Ultimate Feed”
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All in one easy to feed, specially formulated to
deal with today’s conditions. No messy bags,
our Vita Plus is calculated to make feeding a
pleasure.

Enquiries Ph 0355271168

www.walkennypark.com.au




Arthritic symptoms Joint disorders
Hard grounds, long days, get
the extra advantage of a free
moving horse or pony, try
Technyflex today
with

visit www.technyflex.com.au

Learn to
ride with
soft hands..
with

Jane Savoie

Riding with soft hands is an
awesome goal, and your horse
will thank you for it. In this tip,
I’m going to give you two
physical and also some mental
exercises.
Here are the physical exercises
1. Tie two reins or ropes or even two pieces of
baling twine to a sturdy fence. Hold the ropes as
if they re reins. Take up a contact of at least 10
pounds in each hand. Then, adjust the weight of the
reins by softening your arms. Go from 10 pounds to
5 pounds back to 10 pounds and then to 2 pounds.
Once you get this feeling of adjusting the weight
of the reins, you can transfer the same technique
to your riding when you feel yourself getting too
strong.
2. The next exercise is a progressive relaxation
exercise. Progressive relaxation means that the more
tightly you hold a muscle, the more deeply it relaxes
when you let go.
So let’s tire out those strong hands. With your fingers
curled around the reins, clench your hands into fists.
Increase the tension until your hands are shaking.
Then relax and, anchor the feeling of deep relaxation
by saying out loud, ‘Let go’. Do this several times.
Soon, you’ll be able to recreate the relaxed feeling
without having to tighten your hands first. You’ll just
have to say your trigger words, ‘Let go’, and the
feeling of relaxation will wash over your hands.
Now let’s focus on some mental training exercises.
We’ll do this through the use of imagery.

1. Imagine that instead of holding the reins, you’re
holding a baby bird in each fist. You don’t want to hold
the bird too tightly or you’ll crush him. The important
thing is to make your mental picture very vivid. What
kind of bird is it? What color? Do its feathers feel like
soft down? Is it chirping a little?
2. Pretend you’re holding a raw egg in each hand. If you
squeeze too tightly, you’re going to have a real mess!
3. Imagine you’re riding without a bridle. There’s only a
silk thread from your hands to your horse’s mouth? Your
horse responds to the lightest touch.
4. Imagine the bit is a razor blade. You need to have a
delicate touch, or you’ll cut your horse’s mouth.
These images should get you started. The best mental
picture, however, is a very personal one. So find the
“soft hands” image that resonates with you. Then,
visualize the picture both on and off of your horse
regularly.
For more info on how visualization can help you become
a better rider, check out The Rider’s Inside Edge CD’s
and It’s Not Just About the Ribbons by visiting
www.janesavoie.com

The 29th South Australian All Welsh
The 29th South Australian All Welsh organised by the sensational SA Regional Promotional Group was held over
two days with close to perfect weather at the Mt Pleasant show grounds. Judges at this years show were Mr
John Bratt from Abergavenny stud in Wales judging section A, C and Ds, Mrs Gillian Sells from Prestwood Stud
in the UK judging Bs and part welsh ponies and society president Val Smith Judging the harness and handlers
in ring three.

Indi Pavarotti Supreme in hand exhibit for the second year in a row.

Rivington Sunshower

The led section A were well supported with Rivington studs Rivington Springlane sashed as champion A colt and
Shanamon studs Annavale Pippin reserve. The champion filly and best A young stock was the huge moving three
year old Osory Hot spot owned by Kathryn Mitchell and reserve Vicki Ferguson’s Cabarita Lodge Kathleen.
There were only three section A stallions at this year show and Rivington studs Rivington Gypsy Joker was
champion with the Victorian stallion Dalgangle Griffin owned by Ashley Porter reserve.
The mare classes were dominated by the super little mare Owendale Quiz owned by Shanamon stud. Quiz a
former Royal and All Welsh champion made a comeback well into her teens and worked well all day to take the
champion mare and eventually the supreme section A award. The reserve A mare went to another impressive
and well performed mare Dalbrae Tori owned by Kathryn Mitchell.
In the section Bs the Champion B colt was the yearling Karanga Money maker owned by Ashley Porter, Money
Maker is following on from a fantastic foal show season by winning the supreme section B. Reserve to Money
Maker was Owendale Black Thorn owned by Shanamon stud. The B filly championship was won by another
Victorian pony Tooravale Tamika with Dalpura Keta reserve champion.
The section B stallion champion was Rivington Sunmist reserve was given to Earlswood Apollo. Rivington also
won the mare championship with Rivington Sunday. Section Cs and Ds were thin on the ground, the champion
C colt was Mark Browns Indi Pavarotti and reserve was Lana Cromptons Seawynd Hurley, Champion C filly was
the Johnson’s Kerulen Wynetta and reserve was Glen Lewis Gay Girl from Glen Lewis stud, Champion C mare
was Mardi Jennings Kenda park Witchery and Nawarrah Park Poptart owned by Glen Lewis stud was reserve.
Mark Brown’s Pavarotti went on the be Supreme section C Best Youngstock and Supreme in hand exhibit for the
second year in a row.

The 29th South Australian All Welsh
The D Filly championship and best young stock was won by a filly who really covered the ground Indi Leisel
Jones and the Howe’s family very feminine Nawarrah park Duchess was reserve. Champion mare and supreme
D was the brood mare Indi Zeta-Jones owned by Mark Brown and reserve mare was Acheron Guinevera owned
by Wadelee stud.

The fancy dress is serious business, the level
of work that was put into this 1st place winner!
Bob the Builder and his yellow tractor
The geldings like many shows were very well supported proving that geldings are the choice for many to
show. Champion Junior gelding and best young stock gelding was Dalbrae Martyn owned by Katrina Potter and
reserve was Wynara Show Off. The senior gelding Champion was the very well performed roan gelding Weston
Park Vivaldi owned by the Howe family and reserve was Nawarrah Park Pioneer. Vivaldi went on to be supreme
gelding of the show and reserve supreme led exhibit went to Indi Pavarotti.

Supreme Ridden Exhibit Weston Park Vivaldi owned by the
Howe family

The part bred champion colt and best young stock was the lovely bay colt Naaman Romeo owned by Julie
Lloyd reserve was Wynara studs Wynara Top Secret. There was only one part bred stallion and that was Daniela
Madalinskis Wingana Show Me the Money. The partbreds were split into two championships with the under 12.2
going to Silkwood Nutkin owned by Corumbene stud with reserve been awarded to Amberwood Sunshine. The
over 12.2 champion and reserve both went to Wynara stud with Regal Romance of Class wining the championship
and Wynara Touch of Bronze reserve. Regal Romance of Class went on the be Supreme Led Partbred.
Ridden classes again were well supported with the champion Welsh Leading rein pony / first ridden awarded
to Rivington Royal Hiccup and Wyann Phantom reserve. Champion open leading rein/ first ridden child’s pony
was Silkwood Nutkin. The welsh ridden winners were champion ridden A Rivington Ascot with Rivington Royal
Hiccup reserve. Champion Ridden B was Weston park Vivaldi, only one section C & D was shown under saddle
and that was the C gelding Westbury Pinocchio and the D stallion won the ridden D; Cataraqui Selyf (AI) Mardi
Jennings. Supreme Ridden Exhibit was awarded to Weston Park Vivaldi owned by the Howe family.
Plans for next years show are well and truly under way with many more sponsors and a lot of interest in making
the 30th SA All Welsh show even more spectacular.
Report & photos Bridey Lee [ WWW.LIVESTOCKPHOTOGRAPHY.COM.AU ] proofs online

Photographs by Bridey Lee
VISIT WWW.LIVESTOCKPHOTOGRAPHY.COM.AU
to view proofs of this event
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Beckworth Commanding Sunset

Supreme ridden exhibit Karlana Opening Night

photography by Bridey Lee www.livestockphotography.com.au

Judge Jan Lyons
Champion Youngstock Colt In Hand
A. Mason Whiterose Amadeus
reserve champion
Tracey Heath Birchwood Bubbling Over
Champion Younstock Filly In Hand
Whitmere Beckworth Commanding Sunset
reserve champion
Whitmere Rosedale Vanity Fair
Champion Younstock Gelding In Hand
Riemer Ayrton Dreamtime
Supreme Youngstock Show Pony In Hand
Whitmere Beckworth Commanding Sunset
Champion Senior Mare In-Hand
C. Comley Rosedale Simone
reserve champion
Royalwood Salisbury
Champion Senior Stallion In Hand
Manorvale Stables Manorvale Royal Show
Champion Senior Gelding In Hand
Ray Butler Karlana Opening Night
reserve champion
Matthews/Willmott Ascot Party Music
Grand Champion In Hand Exhibit
Whitemere Beckworth Commanding Sunset
Judge Grant Morley
Champion Show Pony Ridden Over 13.2H NE 14.2H
Ray Butler Karlana Opening Night
reserve champion
Matthews & Willmott Ascot Party Music
Champion Show Pony Ridden Over 12.2h N 13.2h
E Richards Royalwood Song of Spring
reserve champion
Cherrie Uchtmann Yindarla Park Gift
Champion Show Pony Ridden Ne 12.2h
Silkwood Stud Silkwood Fairy Wings
reserve champion
Michelle Labahn Fleurdlene Tobyn
Champion Show Hunter Pony Ridden Over 13.2h N 14.2h
B Monaghan Seabrook Master Print
reserve champion
Bell Family Beckworth Splendid
Champion Show Hunter Pony Ridden Over 12.2h Ne 13.2h
Elizabeth Greshner Beauparc Exquisite
reserve champion
E Richards Willowcroft Distinction
Champion Show Hunter Pony Ridden Ne 12.2h
Michelle Labahn Owendale Mr Perkins
reserve champion
Riemer Brandy Hollow Candyman
Grand Champion Ridden Riding Pony Exhibit
Ray Butler Karlana Opening Night
Judge Fiona Bracken
Champion Youngstock Show Hunter In Hand
Marin Pinjarrah Park Dreamon
Champion Senior Show Hunter Male In Hand
E Richards Willowcroft Distinction
reserve champion
Manorvale Stables Manorvale Lost Boy
Champion Senior Show Hunter Mare In Hand
Anne Williams Silkwood Spring Romance
Supreme Champion Show Hunter Pony In Hand
E Richards Willowcroft Distinction

Taylyn Park Charlie Lyn King

Ascot Elizabeth Arden and
Mrs Melanie McGuire- Muller

C Uchtman and
Yindarla Park Gift

Willowcroft Distinction E Richards

Beauparc Exquisite

Radford Lodge Candy Cane
K N & D Riemer

Birchwood Bubbling Over Tracey Heath
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Champion Mini Pony
Michelle Labahn Fleurdlene Tobyn
reserve champion
Riemer Radford Lodge Candy Cane
Champion Childs Ridden Show Hunter Pony
B Monaghan Seabrook Master Print
reserve champion
Katerina Paul Pinjarra Park Pzazz
Champion Childs Ridden Show Pony
Riemer Radford Lodge Candy Cane
reserve champion
M McGuire Muller Ascot Standing Ovation
Judge Russell Bracken
Champion Newcomer Ridden Riding Pony
C. Comley Rosedale Simone
reserve champion
C Uchtman Yindarla Park Gift
Champion Park Hack In Hand
Olivia Joel Bayview Star Studded
Champion Part Welsh In Hand
M McGuire Muller Ascot Elizabeth Arden
reserve champion
Rhyl Riding Ponies Rhyl Minuet
Champion Arabian Derivative In Hand
Manorvale Stables Manorvale Royal Show
reserve champion
Matthews/Willmott Ascot Party Music
Supreme Champion In Hand
M McGuire Muller Ascot Elizabeth Arden
Champion Ridden Park Hack
K Withers Rothwell Romantic Poet
reserve champion
Olivia Joel Bayview Star Studded
Champion Ridden Part Welsh
M McGuire Muller Ascot Standing Ovation
reserve champion
B Monaghan Seabrook Master Print
Champion Ridden Arabian Derivative
Matthews/Wilmott Ascot Party Music
reserve champion
Manorvale Stables Manorvale Lost Boy
Supreme Champion Ridden
K Withers Rothwell Romantic Poet

Karlana Opening Night Ray Butler

Manorvale Lost Boy Manorvale Stables

Judges Reg Clelland and Carol
Champion working hunter
Olivia Joe Bayview Star Studded
reserve champion
Kali Terracall Hadden Park Topaz Rose

photography by Bridey

Lee

www.livestockphotography.com.au

Manorvale Royal Show

The largest equine & equestrian show in
Australia, the event not to be missed
ENTRIES CLOSE DEC 6TH

www.barastocshow.com
click on the above link for more info

more
November
events to
come....
SHCV HOY

